1) Support the king pin (example: tripod jack, hitch in truck).
2) Remove the 4 retention rod bolts by securing retention rod with vice grips (#12).
3) Remove the 4 rubber plugs in the top of the box (#7)
4) Remove the 4 nuts holding on the rubber springs (#6)
5) Your skid pad assembly (#8) is now separated from the pin box
6) Remove the 4 nuts that are holding the rubber spring to the skid pad (#6)
7) Re install the rubber spring (#2) on the new skid pad assembly
8) Install the Stability Pads in the tube of the upper mounting assembly (1)
9) Ensure the slotted area of the block is pointed in toward the glide pad/disc (center picture)
(10) Install (do not tighten) 1” Hex washer thread rolling bolts (4 pcs provided)

11) Replace the retaining rods

12) Tighten the 1” Hex washer thread rolling bolts
13) Replace the Skid Pad assembly and replace the retaining rod bolts

**CAUTION:**

The addition of a Goose Neck adaptor on the Fifth Wheel Hitch may cause damage to the frame structure and in many cases voids the frame warranty.

MOR/ryde will not be responsible for any damages caused by the use of the fore mentioned product. This adaptor kit was designed to allow the use of the MOR/ryde Rubber Pin Box with the goose neck adaptor without damaging the pin box.

**ATTENTION:**

Do not bolt the gooseneck adaptor hitch to the MOR/ryde gooseneck adaptor plate. The bolts will interfere with the glide pads and not allow proper travel. The gooseneck adaptor needs to be welded to the MOR/ryde gooseneck adaptor plate.